
 

 

 

 

                   Agent information  

                                                                                                 17. februar 2015 

 

Amadeus Automated Customer Contact  (AACC) 

 

 

Dear agents, 

 

 

AACC (Amadeus Automatic Customer Contact) gives Air Greenland ability to 

automatically inform the traveler directly about time changes, re-bookings or 

cancellations in relation to their travel, either via SMS or via e-mail. 

 

As we continue to find that there are passengers who are not informed about the 

changes, it is now mandatory to insert APN-elements in all PNR containing the contact's 

mobile number and e-mail. 

Air Greenland therefore recommends the use of all AACC opportunities by inserting both 

APN elements of PNR. 

 

Due to the mandatory APN-elements is mandatory the setup is automated and agents 

may therefore already have experienced the messages in respective office queue 

concerning lacking APN-elements: 

 

SSR OTHS 1A PLS INSERT APN CONTACT ELEMENT WITH PSGR 

SSR OTHS 1A PHONE NUMBER AND EMAIL IN CORRECT FORMAT 

 

An APN element must contain all the necessary information in order to send a text 

message or e-mail message to the traveler as soon as the change is made by Air 

Greenland as follows: 

 

APN you want to paste the following: 

For mobile numbers: APN-M+299XXXXXX / EN / P1 (always remember country code) 

For emails: APN-E+HELPDESK@AIRGREENLAND.GL/EN/P1 

 

Preferred language: English (EN) - Danish (DA) - Kalaallisut (KL) 

 

Language and passenger reference must always be inserted. 

 

Notification concerning changes when there is less than 24 hours to departure will be 

informed via SMS (mandatory). 

 

Notification concerning changes where there are more than 24 hours before departure 

will be informed via e-mail. 

 

NOTE: Changed PNR will still be put on the respective office queue. 

 

To see if the notification is sent to the passenger, see: RHRN 

 

Please always remember to check that the e-mail and / or phone numbers are correct 

before PNR is removed from the queue. 

 

If you have questions, you are as always welcome to contact us. 

 

Sincerely 

 

Agentservice 

helpdesk@airgreenland.gl 


